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O. Introduction 

ON WALLMAN-TYPE EXTENSIONS 

By Bae-Hun Park 

Topological ordered spaces, namely, topological spaces on which a partial 

order has defined, were firstly systematically studied by Nachbin [6] and 

Ward Jr [10]. Since a topological space (X, ‘5T) may be considered as a 

topological ordered space with the discrete partial order, the study of topo
logical ordered spaces not only includes the study of topological spaces, but 

also reveals many generalization of well-known results concerning topological 

spaces. 

The ordered compactifications of a topological ordered space is comparatively 
new. In [9] , Rodriguez has constructed the order compactification β 。X fo1' a 

completely regular ordered space X , which generalizes Stone-Cech compactiÎÍ

cation. Moreover, in [3] , Hong has introduced the concept of o-completely 
regula1' filters on a completely regula1' ordered space in order to constuct order 

compactification ß oX. Recently, in [7] , Y. S. Park has introduced the concept 
of bi-filter on an ordered topological space and constructed an ordered com

pactification for a convex ordered topological space with semicontinuous order. 

In this paper, we introduce the concept of subbasic realcompact to뭔logical 

orde1'ed space, which is a generalization of realcompact space. To do so , we 

introduce the concept of (.?ð l' .?ð 2)-filter in a topological ordered space for 

SOme family .?ð 1 and 장2 whose union forms a subbase for the closed subsets. 

Using this, we define that a topological ordered space is (짧l' .?ð 2) -realcom

pact whenever every maximal (.?ð1, .?ð 2)-filter with the countable intersection 

property has nonempty intersection, and that topological ordered space is 

subbasic realcompact if there are families .911 and .?ð2 for which the space is 

(.?ðl' .?ð2)-realcompact. For a completely regular space X (with the discrete 

order), it is realcompact if and only if it is C.Z(X), 'z(X))-realcompact, 
where ,Z(X) is the set of all zero-sets. 

We show that a convex topological ordered space with semicontinuous order 

is iseomorphic with a dense subspace of a subbasic realcompact pseudo topolo-
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gical ordered space. We aIso show that every Lindelöf convex topological ordered 
space is a subbasic realcompact topological ordered space. Finally, we show that, 
if(X, Y , 든) is a convex (r ux' r LX)-realcompact topological ordered space, 
then (X, Y , 르) is iseomorphic with its the subbasic realcompactification. 

We deal with the Wallman-type ordered compactifications of a topological 

ordered space with semicontinous order which are generalizations of Wallman
type compactifications. We introduce the notions of ordered regular subbases 
and ordered normal subbases. 

Whenever there is an ordered regular subbase (resp. ordered normal subbase) 
on a topological ordered space with semicontinuous order, then one can con

truct an ordered compactification of the space. Moreover, it is shown that, if 

(X, ‘7 , 든) is a topologicaI ordered space with semicontinuous order and an 

ordered normal subbase, then it is a topological ordered space with continuous 
order and the above compactification is a normally ordered topologicaI space. 

For definition and terminology we refer to [1] , [2] , [4] , [5] and [11]. 

1. PreIiminaries 

DEFINITION 1. 1. A partially ordered set (X , 르) is calIed dz'scγ'ete provided 

that x든y if and only if x=y. A map f from a partially ordered set X to a 

partialIy ordered set Y is said to be z"ncreasz"κg (resp. decreas z'ng) if x든y in X 

implies f(x) 든f(y) (resp. f(x) 르f(y)) in Y. 

NOT A TION and DEFINITION. 1. 2. Let (X, 르) be a partially ordered set, and 

A a subset of X. Then we write 
d(A)= {yεX: y든x for some xεA} 

z"(A) = {y은X: x르y for some xEA} 

c(A) =d(A) nz'(A). 

In particular, If A is a singleton, say{x}, then we write d(X) (resp. z"(X)) 

instea :l. of d( {x}) (resp. i( {x} )). 

A subset A of X is said to be decreasz'ng (resp. t"ncreasz'ng, resp. convex) if 

A=d(A) (resp. A= z'(A) , resp. A=c(A)). 

By a tOþologz'cal ordered space we mean a set endowed with both a topology 

and a partial order. 

DEFINITION 1.3. ([10]) Let (X, ‘r , 든) be a topologicaI ordered space, then 

드 is called 
(1) lower semz'continuoμs if, whenever a圭b in X , there exists an open 
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neighborhood U of a with x초b for all xEU. 

(2) upper semicontùzuoμs lf for a호b， there exists an open neighborhood V of 

b with a;fx for all xεv 

(3) semiconUnμoμs if it is both upper and lower semicontinuous. 

(4) conUnμous if, w henever a主b， there exists an open neighborhood U of a 

and an open neighborhood V of b with x圭y for all xεU and yEV. 

DEFINITION 1. 4. ([7]) Let (X, Y , 든) be a topological ordered space and let 

~={UεY: U=i(U) }, 

øt={Uεr : U=d(U)}. 

Then ~ and øt are evidently topologies for X , which are called the upper 

and lower topology respectively. Eurthermore, (X , W) is said to be an uppeγ 

topological space and (X, L) a lower topol ogical spac~. We say that a topolo

gical ordered space X is convex if LU~ is a subbase of the topology of X. 

DEFINITION 1. 5. Let (X, ~) and (y, 든) be partially ordered sets. A map 

f of CX, 르) onto (y, 르) is called an order isomorphism if j is one-to-one and 

X든y if and only if f(x)르f(y). 

Let (X, Y , 르) and (y, Y' , 르) be a topological ordered spaces. 

A map f of (X, ‘5ï'"', 르) onto (y, Y' , 든) is called an iseomoψhism if it is 

an order isomorphism and topological homeomorphism. 

CONSTRUCTION OF WALLMAN-TYPE COMPACTIFICATION 1. 6. ([4]) Let 2 be 

a normal base for T 1 space X. The Wallman space ""’(2) is obtained in the 

following way. The points of r(2) are the 2-ultrafilters of X. For each A 

in 2 we define the set A* to be the family of all 2-ultrafilters having A as a 

member. The collection of sets A* for A in 2 , is taken as a base for the 

closel sets of r(2). The space r(2) is a compact Hausdorff space. There 

is a natural embeJding Iz of X into 찢(2) where k(x) is the 2-ultrafilter 

consisting of all 2-sets that contain the element x. 

It is well known that the one-point compactification, the Stone-Cech com

pactification and Fan and Gottesman compactification are Wallman-type com

pactifications. 

DEFINITION 1. 7. ([2]) Let 2 be a base for the closed sets in X. Then X is 

-called 2-realcompact if every 'z-ultrafilter with the countable intersection 

property has a nonempty intersection. 

CONSTRUCTION OF 2-REALCOMPACTIFICATION 1. 8. ([2]) Let X be a 
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1'ychonoff space with a countably productive normaI base 2 for the closed:’ 

sets of X. For this base 2 , the space η(2) is obtaine:I in the foIlowing 

manner. 1'he points of η(2) are the 2-uItrafiIters of X with the countable 

intersection property. For each Z in .7, we c1efine the set Z* to be the family of 
aIl. 2-ultrafilters with the countable intersection property having Z as a member. 

1'he coIlection 2* of sets Z* for Z in 2 is taken as a base for the cIosed 
subsets oi η(2). 

1'he space η(2) is a 2*-realcompact Hausdorff space. 1'here is a natural 

embedding 9 of X into η(2) where φ(x) is the 2-ultrafilter consisting of all 

2-sets that contain x. 

2. Subbasic realcompact o:rdered s양aces 

In this chapter, we introduce the concept of subbasic realcompact ordered 
spaces which is a generalization of that of 2-realcompact spaces introduced by 

Alb and Shapiro. We show that for any convex topological ordered space with 

semicotinuous order, it has a subbasic realcompactification, and we investigate 
properties of those spaces. 

In what foIIows, for a topologicaI ordered space (X , .5T, 르) we shaIl write 
ruX={AζX : A is a cIosed decreasing set} , and 

r LX = {ACX : A is a cIosed increasing set}. 

DEFINITION 2. 1. Let (X, ‘;7', 르) be a topologicaI ordered space and Iet g; 1 

(res;J. S9~) be a countably productive subfamily of r uX (resp. r LX), A 

nonempty subfamily ‘쫓 (resp. 0/) of ncmempty members of s9 1 (resp. g; 2) is. 

said to be a s9 1-jilter (resp. g; 2-filter if ‘쫓 (resp. 0/) satisfies the foIlowing 

conditioIl: F1' F2ε젖← (resp. 0/) if and only if F1nF2ε중 (resp. 0/), i. e. , 

호 (resp. ψ is a fiI ter in g; 1 (resp. g; 2)' A pair (호， 0/) of g;1-filter ‘종 
and !JJ 2-filter 0/ is said to be a(쪼l' g;2)-jilter if FnG:;;얘 for any Fε.$" and 

G=o/. For given two (g;1' g;2)-filters (‘갖l' 0/1) and (‘중2' 0/2) w'e define a 

relation (‘갖l' 0/1)C(Ji'2' 0/.) if and only if ‘갖1ι윷2 and 0/1C 0/2' 

By a maxiηzal (g;l' g;2)-jilte1’ on X we mean a (g; l' g; 2)-filter not con

tained b any other (g; l' g; 2)-fiIter under the above relation. 

By 20m’ s lemma, every (‘9f1, g;2)-filter is contained in a maximaI (g;1’ 
g; 2)-filter. 

DEFINITION 2.2. Let (X , ‘종， 르) be a topologicaI ordered space and Iet g; 1. 

(resp. S92) be a countably productive- subfamily of r uX (resp. J’LX), (X. 
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Y. 르) is calIed a (JW1• JW2)-realcomþact ordered space if JW1UJW2 is a sub

base for the closed sets of (X. ‘'7') and every maximal (JW1' JW2)죄lter (‘갖， 

ç:) with the countable intersection property has nonempty intersection. i. e .• 

싸 n {F :Fε종}n{n{G: Gε~} } -cP rþ. 

(X. Y. 르) is said to be a subbasz"c realconzpact ordered space if there exist 
JW1crUx and JW2crLx such that it is a ($1' JW2)-realcompat orderel space. 

The following two lemmas are immediate from the above definitions. 

LE.'vL'vIA 2.3. Let (‘중. ~) be a maxz"mal ($1' $z)-fz"lter a1zd AE.39"l' Then 

Aε;ø.' 21 and only z"f for any Fε!ß .Gε'7. AnFnG -cp ø. The saηze stateηzent 

holds for r;;. 

LE:\ülA 2.4. Let (‘젖. ~) be a ma:ânzal (.39"1' JWz)-filter. Then the follozviηg 

statemellts are eqzeivalellt: 

(1) C갖. r;;) has tlze countable z"ntersection property. 

(2) ‘? α12d r;; are closed 2tnder the couηtabl e z"ntersec tz"on. 

The following proposition is due to Y. S. Park [7]. 

PROPOSITION 2.5. Let ($. 0/) be a ηzaximal (5&\. $ 2)-filter zvith the' 

countable intersection property. Thell tlze foll ozving staienzent 강old: 

Let (A) iε1 be a cozmtαbl e coll ectio1Z iη JW 1 (resp . .39"2)' IfU (A)ε호 (resþ. 

α)， tj낌Z for SOJ7te zε1 tlwre exists Aiε‘강- (resp. Aiεç). 

Let 5 be an odered snb3pace of a topological ordered space (X. ‘종， 르) and. 

$1 (resp. ι깡2) be a countably productive subcollection of r uX (resp. r LX) , 

We write .39"/S) = {BnS : Bε.39"1} and JW2(5) = {Bn5 : Bεsf! 2}' 

THEORE;..l 2.6. 5uppose cl xZ belongs to sf! 1 foγ each Zε.39"1(5) and clxY 

beloπgs to E2 for eac씨 Yeg2(S). If (%, %) ts a ηzαxz·ηzal (!!ð l' .39"2)τfilter 

zvz'th the cozmtable z'1ztersec tz"o1Z property and {Fns: Fεß} and {Gns: GEr;;} 
geuerate a (S8\ (S) , JW 2(5)-!ilter (‘종(5)) 01Z 5. Then (5캄(5). ~(S)) is a 

1!zaxz·ηzαl (종1 (S) , !!ð 2(S))-filter zvith the countab!e z'ηteγsection property. 

PROOF. By the hypothesis (‘중(5) ， ç(S)) is a (‘중1(5) ， $2(S))죄lter. So ‘ 

there is a maximal (JW1(S) , JW2(5))-filter (JJr',%) containing (‘중(5) ， Ç(5)). 

Let 9]/= {Mε.39" 1: there exists HεJJr' with cl xHζM} and Dè= {Nεg2 : there 
exists Kε% with clxKζN}. 

Then (9]1, Dè) is a (쭈， JW2)-filter. Since clx (Fn5)CF for Fε$， Fn5ε 
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‘중(S) and Fε9)1， Similarly, if GεÇ7， then Gε91. 
Thus (‘중， Ç7) must equal (IJJI, 91). By hypothesis, cIXHE$l and cIxKε$2' 

Hence cIxHε9)1， cIxKε91， H= cIsH= cIxHnSε:F(S) and K= cIsK=cIxKnS 

εÇ7(S). Therefore (Jf', ‘;r--) is equivalent to (.9'(S), Ç7(S)). 

Let (X, ..r, 든) be a topological ordered space with semicontinuous order. For 

‘each xεX， we write φ(d(x)) = {Aεr uX : d(x)CA} and φU(x)) = {AEr LX : Z-(x) 

ζA}. Then every φ(d(x)) (resp. φU(x))) is a r uX-filter (resp. r LX-filter). 

TI-IEOREM 2.7. Let (X, ..r, 든) be a topological ordered space with seηzz.C0%

tz'n21021s 0γdeγ• Then for each xεX， (φ(d(x)) ， ψU(x))) z-s a maximal (r UX, [ ’LX ) 

-fz"lter wUh the C021ntable i1ztersectz'on property. 

PROOF. Let Aεφ(d(x)) and BεφU(x)). Then d(x)CA and i(x)CB. Hence 

AnB~ø. It follows that (φ(d(x)) ， φU(x))) is a (r uX, r LX)-filter. Suppose 

that there exists a (r uX, r LX)-filter (‘중， Ç7) such that (φ(d(x)) ， φU(x)))도 

($', Ç7). Then φ(d(x))도‘갖 or φU(x))도Ç7. Suppose that φ(d(x))도호. Then 

there exists a Fε중 such that F종φ(d(x)). Hence d(x) (J:.F and so xfEF. 

This implies i(x)CX -F. Since i(x)εφU(x))， i(x)ε(jI. But i(x)nF=ø which 

1S a contradiction. AIso in the case that ØU(x))도Ç7， we obtain a contradiction 

by the similar argument as the above. Thus (φ(d(x)) ， φ(i(x))) is a maximal 

.cr uX, r LX)-filter. It is obvious that it has the countable intersection property. 

From now on, we assume that a topological ordered space (X, ‘r , 르) is a 

topological ordered space with semicontinuous order having a subbsae $ =$1 

U$ 2 for the cIosed sets of (X, ..r,) where !ß 1 (resp. ‘ÇjJ 2) is a countably 

prodllctive sllbfamily of r uX (resp. r LX), 

Let $(X) denote the collection of all maximal ($1' $ 2)-filter (‘종， Ç7) 

with the cOllntable intersection property on X. For a given Aε4진 and Bε 

$2' we define the sets A d = {(‘갖， Ç7)ε9J(X): Aε‘종} and E= {(효←， ~)E 
9J(X) : BεÇ7} and take the family {Ad

: A든종l}U {B‘ :Bε$2} as a subbase 
for the closed sets of a top이ogy ‘r* on !ß(X). 

Let us define an order relation 르 on 9J(X) as follows: (‘9""1' Ç71)르($2’ Ç72) 

if and only if ‘중2C.종1 and Ç71CÇ72 f야 any (‘종l' 9'1) and (.호2' Ç72) in 

‘ ÇjJ(X). 

Then it is obvious that the relation 흐 is a partial order on 9J(X). 

PROPOSITION 2.8. Let (X, ‘r , 든) be a topological ordered spacg. D찍fine 
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셔u={(‘윷. ~)ε종(X) : FnGn(X -U)=rp lor some Fε중 and Gε~} and dL = 

{(‘중. ~) 드.?ð(X) : FnGn(X -L)=rp lor some FE‘종 and GE~} where U=X 

-A for some Aε.?ð1 and L=X-B lor some BE.?ð2. Then (X-U/= .?ð(X)
<iU and (X _L)i= .?ð(X)_d L. 

PROOF. Suppose that (‘갖. ~)ε(X _U)d. Then X一Uε갖 and so FnGnX 

-U놓rp for any Fε.$" and Gε~. It follows that (.$". ~)$. 'u. that is. (‘종， 

'0/)ε.?ð(X)-'U. Conversely. suppose (‘중• ry)ε.?ð(X) - 'u. Then by definition 

of 'u. FnGn(X -U)oprp for any Fεf← and G드~. Therefore (정←. ~)ε(X
U)d. Simi1arly. (X-L/= .?ð(X)_dL. 

Since basic open sets in (.?ð(X). Y션 are of form (.?ð(X)-Ad)n(쪼(X)-B') 
for some Aε.?ð1 and Bε.?ð 2' we can obtain the following proposition. 

PROPPOSITION 2. 9. Every basz"c opeη sets z'η (.?ð(X). ‘7선 can be wrz"tten in 

‘the form iund L. where X -U and X -L are members of .?ð1 and .?ð2 resþectz"

-νely. 

THEOREM. 2.10. Let (X • .3•, 르) be a topologz"cal ordered sþace wzïh a subbase 

‘~=.?ðlU .?ð2for the closed sets 01 (X. ‘.'T). where .?ð1 (resp . .?ð2) z"s a comztably 

þroductz"ve subfamily 01 r uX (resþ. r LX) , 11 Aε.?ð1 and Bε.?ð 2 then A d 
z"s a 

,closed decreasing set and B Z is a closed increasiηg set 쩌 .?ð(X). Moreover. '(X 

-A) is an open increasing set and d(X -B) z's an open decreasùzg set i1z .?ð(X). 

PROOF. In order to show that Ad 
is decreasing. let (‘갖l' .?ð1)εAd and (‘종2’ 

'~2) 든(‘종l' ~2) in .?ð(X). Then ‘강lC‘종2 and since Aε‘종l' Aε‘중2' Hence 
(‘중2’ ‘.'T2)εAd. Simi1a r1 y. B

i 
is an increasing set. By theorem 2.8. i(X - A) 

.is an open increasing set and d (X - B) is an open decreaeing set in .?ð(X). 

DEFINITION 2.11. Let (X • .3끼 르) be topological ordered space. Then the 

,order 르 is called pseμdo-cont낌uoμs if. whenever x초y in X. there exists either 

a neighborhood U of x with U초y， i. e. , z主y for all ZεU or a ncighborhoo :1 

V of y with x숲V. i. e.. x숲Z for all ZεV. A topological orderel space \Vith 

pseudocontinuous partial order is caIled a pseudo tOþological ordere1 space. 

Tl-IEOREM 2.12. Let (X.57. 트) be a topologz"cal ordered space. The iZ the space 

(.?ð(X) • .3대， 든) is a pseudo topologz"cal ordered space. 

PROOF. Suppose that (‘갖l'~l)圭(‘중2' (h). Then either ‘중2c:t.‘종1 or ~1 c:t.~2' 
Jf 호2c:t.‘중l' there exist Fε.$"2 and F졸‘장1" It follows that (‘중1' ~1)ε.?ð(X) 

_Fd and (‘중2'~2)$..?ð(X)-Fd. Therefore .?ð(X)-F
d 

is an open neighborhood 
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of (ß'l ,ç;tl) in !?ð(X) such that (!?ð(X)-Fd)초(‘중2' ~2)' SimilarIy, if ~l rz.~2" 
there is an open neighborhood V of (‘중2' ~2) with (‘강l'~l)츠V. 

1n the folIowing, we assume that !?ð1=rux and !?ðZ=rLx and (X, ‘r , 르) is' 
a topological ordered space with semicontinuous order. 

THOEREM 2.13. Let (X, ‘r , 르) be a convex topologz"cal ordered space. Let us 

delz"ne a map φ :x-• !?ð(X) by φ(x)=(φ(d(x)) ， φ(z"(x))) lor each xEX. Then

ψ Z"S a dense embeddz"ng Irom X z'nto !?ð(X). 

PROOF. To show that φ is one-to-one, let x~y in X. Then x초y or y숲x. 

Suppose x돈y. Then y종z"(x) or z'(y) rz.z"(x). 1t fo lIows that z"(x)종φ(z"(y) or φ(z"(x)) ’ 

초ψ(z"(y)). Hence ψ(x)~ÇJ(y). SimilarIy , if y프x， then we have φ(x)~ψ(y). 

Thenfore ψ is one-to-one. Let x르y in X. Then yεz"(x) and xεd(y). Since 

ψ(d(y))Cψ(d(x)) and φ(z"(x))Cφ(z"(y)) ， φ(x)르φ(y). Thus φ is an increasing 

map. 1 t is obvious that if φ(x)든ψ(y) ， then x르y. This proves that φ is an 

isomorphism from (X, 르) into (!?ð(X) , 든). For each AεruX， Adnφ(X) = {(φ
(d(x)) , φ(z"(x))) : Aεφ(d(x))} = {(φ(d(x)) ， ψ (z"(x))) : d(x)CA} = {ψ(x) : xεA}= 

φ(A). Similarly, for each BεrLx， B'nφ(X)=φ(B). Since X is a convex 

topological ordered space, φ is a homeorphism from X into ψ(X). Let !?ð(X)

(AdUB;) be a nonempty basic open set, where Aεrux and BεrLx. Take a 

maxÏ11a1 (ruX, rLX)-filter (용)， %)ε!?ð(X)-(AdUB\ Then (종-，~)종Ad and 

(jr, y)종B’. Hence A초ß"' ani B$~. By propJsion 2. 3, AUB~X. This im

plies that (X -A)n(X -B)~껴. Pick a y in this set, then φ(y)=(φ(d(y)) ， 

φ (z'(y)))εφ(X). Assume that ψ(y)종!?ð(X)-(AdUBi). Then ψ(y)εAd or φ(y)‘ 
εB'. If φ(y)εAd， Aεφ(d(y)). Hence d(y)CA. Thus yet=A which contradicts 

the fact that yEX -A. If φ(y)εB' ， then we again have a contradiction. Hence 
pCyEg(X)-(AdUBV. Thus φ(x)n(!?ð(X)- (AdUBi))뼈， that is, φ(X) is a 

dense sl1bset of !?ð(X). 

THEOREM 2.14. Let (X, Y , 르) be a convex topologz"cal ordered space and let' 

φ be the natural embeddz"ng 01 X z'1zto ‘~(X). 11 A , B and (Bn)응1 are members' 

01 r uX and (U n)응1 are members 01 zf = {U : X-Uεr uX} , then the jolloω쩌g

P1’opertz'es hold: 

(1) If ACB, tke1Z Adc:Bd. 

(2) 'C U뚱1 Un)=U응l tut a?zd i(n￡:1 U,j= n쓸1 'u n' 

(3) 'unψ(X)=ψ(U). 

(4) cl.9f(X) φ(B)=Bd• 
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(5) (n응lBηi = n::"=l B~ and (u응lB，)d=U응1 B~. 
11 A, B and (B，)품1 are members 01 r L X and U , (U u)응1 are members of 

.,&= {U : X-Uεr LX}, theη we have the similaγ results. 

PROOF. (1) If (‘갖， ~)εAd， then Aε갖， and since AζB， Bε‘종. Thus 

(‘종， c;)εBd. 

(2) If ($， ~)εU응l zUt ’ then (‘종， ~)ε ZUnforsomen, i.e. , FnCn(X

U，，)= 띠 for some Fε$ and Cε~. Hence FnCn(X - u U,,)=rþ and so (‘종， 
~)εZ(U Uη). Conversely, if (‘중， ~)εZ(U응1 Un) , then FnCn(X-U Un)=φ 
for some Fε중 and Cε~. If (‘중，~)EfU뚱1 Zuκ ， then (‘중， ~) 풍zU

”’ that 
is, (종-， %)ε 8(X)-ZUn for each %· Since 8(X)-?U,t=(X-Un)d, (‘ýT， ~)ε 
(X -u"l for each n. It follows that X -U nε장 for each n. By lemma 2.3, 
for each η， FnCn(X -U,)=/:rþ for any Fε갖 and Cεα. Since (‘종，~) has 
the countable intersection property, Fncn (n쓸l(X-Un)) '7얘 for any Fε갖 

and Cε~. This contradiction establishes that if (‘종， α)εZ(U윤1 U n)' then. 

(‘중， 0/)드 U::"-l i
U1I • Using this and ,Çg(X)_iU=(X -ul for CX -U)εrux. 

We have z(n응P，)= n::"-l 'U r.. 

(3) Since Bd nφ(X)=ψ(B) and φ is a homeomorphism, φ(u)=Zunφ(X). 
d (4) Since Bdn Ç?(X)=φ(B)， cl!é'(x) φ(B)ζB
U • Conversel y, let (‘갖，0/)εBd’ 

and iund L be any basic open set containing ($,0/). Then F1nc1n(x -U)= 

rþ for some Flε중 and C1ε~ and F 2nc2n(x -L)=rþ for some F2ε종 and 

C2εc;. AIso Bε중 since (‘중， ~)εBd. By lemma 2.3, FlnF2nClnG2nB=/:rþ. 
Let xCFlnFznClnC2nB. Then φ(x)ciun d 

L. For, d(x)CFl' d(.r:)CF2, i(x) 

cC l' and i(x)CC2. It follows that Fl' F2εφ(d(x)) and Cl' C2εψ(z"(x)). Since 
F 1nc1n(x -U) =rþ and F 2nc2n(x -L)=rþ, Therefore ψ(x)εiundLnφ(B). 

(5) (nB，.l=정CX)_ZCX - nBn)= ,Çg(X)_t(U(X -B))= ,ÇgCX) -CUz(X -B
1I ))

‘ 

=n(쪼(X)_i(X -B/Z)) = nB~. Similarly, CU::"=l B /Z )d= U응lB~. 

THEOREM 2. 15. Let (An)뚱1 be a sequence in ,Çg 1 and (Bn)응l a seq25%ce z·% 

S#2' TlzenCn A~)nCn쩍)=rþ zf and only zf (nAn)nCnBn)=rþ. Moreover, cnA,f 
n(nB，/=clφ(( nA,) n( n Bn)). 

PROOF. Suppose (nAn)dn(nE”)Z=￠. qIg(X)φ(CnAn)nCn B,,))Ccl!é'(X) φcn 
Aη)n clß'(X)φ(n Bn)=(n An/n(n B'z)i. rt follows that (n A써 ncn Bn)=rþ. 
Conversely, If (n A~) n (n B샤=/:rþ ， then we can take a ($，~) in (n A~) n. 
(n B;). Hence (호， ~)εnA~ and ($， ~)εnB!， i. e. , Anε.$' for all n anci 

B，투~ for all n. Since (‘중，~) is a maximal (Æl' Æ 2)- filter with the count-
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able intersection property, cn Aø)nCn Bn)낯rp. 1t will suffices to show that 

(n Aa)dn (nBn)℃ cI φ(cn Aø)nCn Bn)). Let C‘중， qt)E(n An/n(n B끼 
and iundL be any basic φen set containing C‘종， qt). Then nAnE‘중， nBn 

εqt， F1nG1n CX -U)=rp for some F1E.중 and G1εqt and F2nG2n(x -L)=rp 

for some F2ε~ and G2εqt. Since C‘중， α) is a (.91l ,.912)-filter with the 

countable intersection property, M=F1nF2n(n A“)n G1nG2n(n Bn)oprp. 
Suppose xεM. Then ψ(.r) ε‘undL nψ((n A,.)n(nBn)). 

For .91=rUxnrLx, we write ru률.91(X) = {.z;d : F드ruX}' rL용g(X)= {Gi : 

GεrLx} and $육=ru률.91(X)UJ’L*.91(X). 

THEOREM 2.16. 11 (X ,.!T, 든) z's a conve.r /0ψologz'cal ordered space. Then 
(X , 

‘
:T, 든) z's z'seomoγ'jJhz'c to a dense sμbspace 01 a sμbbasic realcompact pseudo 

topologz'cal ordered space (.91(X) , 
‘
:T*, 르). 

PROOF. We may assume that φ :X• .91(X) is the natural embeding, that 

is, we identify x with ψ(.r) for aIl xεX: hence X may be considered as a 

subspace of .91(X). By theorem 2.12 and 2.13, it is enough to show that every 

maximal (r u*.91(X) , 긴*.91(X))-filter with the countable intersection property 

has nonempty interesection. Let (α， ß) be a maximal (I’u‘ .91(X) , r L*.5iJ(X)) 

-filter on .91(X) with the countable interseetion property and let ‘잦={Fε 

rux : Fdεα} = {Fdnx: Fdεa} and qt= {Gεr LX:GzEß} = {G‘nX:G'든ß}. Then 

by theorem 2.15, (‘중， qt) is a (r UX' r LX)-filter. Since (α， β) has the coun

table intersection property, (‘장， qt) has also the countable intersection pro

perty. By theorem 2.6, (‘중， α) is a maximal (r UX' J’LX)-filter with the 

countable intersection property on X and (‘증， qt)ε(na)n(nß). 

THEOREM 2.17. Eνα'Y Lz'ndelöl convex topological ordered space is a subbasic 

rea!compact ordered space. 

PROOF. Let (X, ‘r , 르) be a Lindelδf convex topological ordered space. Since 

1t is convex, r uxur LX is a subbase for the closed sets and hence it is enough 

to show that (X ,.!T, 르) is a (I’uX, r LX)-realcompact. Let (‘중， qt) be a 

maximal (r UX' J’LX)-filter with the countable intersection property snch that 

i t has empty intersection, i. e., n (‘~nqt)=rp. Then {X-F: Fε$}U{X-G 

: GEqt} =X. Since (X,.!T, 르) is a Lindelδf ordered space, there is a countable 
subfamily (F n) of ‘쫓 and (Gø ) of α such that {U응=l(X-}감)} U {U엎l(X

Gn)} =X. 1t foIIows that (n원=1 Fμncn않=1 Gn)=rp which is a contradiction. 

Since the real line R is a Lindelöf space and ‘~= {[.r, •] : xεR} n {[•, xJ : 
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xER} is a subbase for the closed sets, we have 

COROLLARY 2.18. Let (R ,.5T, 트) be the real line eq짜ÞPed with the μsua! 

topo!ogy and μsual order. Then it z.s a subbasic realcompact ordered space. 

THEOREM 2.19. Let (X, ‘r , 든) be a C01Zvex (I’uX, r LX)-rea!compact ordered 

space. Then (X ,.5T, 르) e.s z.seomorPhic wz"th (gj(X) , .5T*, 든). 

PROOF. Let (‘캉，.5T) be a maximal (r UX, J’LX)-filter with the countable 

intersection property on X. Since X is a (r UX, r LX)-realcompact ordered 

space, we can pick x in n (‘중Uçr). If Fε종， d(x)CF. Thus Fεφ(d(x)). 

Similarly, if Gεçr， then GεφU(x)). Hence (‘종， çr)C(ψ(d(x))， φU(x))). By the 

maximality of (‘갖， çr) ， (‘용， çr) must equal to (φ(d(x)) ， φU(x))). It follows that 
φ(X)=gj(X). 

For a completely regular space (with the discrete order), it is realcompact 

if and only if it is C.Z(X), .2(X))-realcompact, where .z(X) is the set of all 
zoro-sets. 

3. Wallman-type ordered compactifications 

The Wallman base concept, first initiated by H. Wallman in 1938, has been 
successfully used by Orrin Frink [4J. He has introduced the notion of a 
normal base for the closed subsets of a space. For a normal base .2 of a 

completely regular T 1 space X , he has constructed the Wa l1man space W(.2) 

consisting of the .2-ultrafilters, which is a compactification of X. 
In this chapter, we introduce the concept of an ordered regular subbase 

(resp. ordered normal subbase) for a topological ordered space to obtain the 
compact pseudo topological ordered space (resp. compact topological ordered 

space with continuous order) which is an ordered compactification of the 

space. 

We assume all our topological ordered spaces to be topological orùered spaces 

with semicontinuous order and we shall use subbases for the closed sets instead 
of open sets. 

DEFINITION 3. 1. Let (X ,.5T, 르) be a topological ordered space with seml-

continuous order and So be a subfamily of r uxur LX, The family So is cal1ed 

an ordered regu!ar subbase for X if So satisfies the following conditions: 

(1) So is a subbase for the closed sets of (X, ‘r). 
(2) For any closed decreasing (resp. increasing) set A and any point x not 
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in A, there exists a closed increasing Cresp. decreasing) set B in So such 

that AnB=ø and x든B. 

Let CR,.:r, 르) be the real line with usual topology and usual order. Then 

I ’uRur LR is an ordered reglllar subbase for R. 

We note that a nonempty family α of sets is said to have the finite inter

section property if the intersection of any finite subfamily of α is nonempty. 

DEFINITION 3.2. Let CX, ‘r , 든) be a topological ordered space wi th an 
ordered regular subbase So. A nonempty subfamily 흥 of So is called an So-cen

tered system on X if it has the finite intersection property. By a nzaxiηzal S。

-centered system on X we mean an So-centered system which is maximal with 
respect to this property. 

By 20rn'’ s lemma, every So-centered system is contained in a maximal S。
-centered system. 

LEMMA 3.3. Let So be an ordered regular subbase for a topological ordered 

space CX, ‘r , 든). For each xεX， we dζfine ψCx)= {AεSo: xεA}. Then ψCx) 

is a maxz.mal So-centered system on X. 

PROOF. By the definition of φCx)， it is an So-centered system on X. Now 

suppose 용 is an So-centered system on X such that φCx)도용. Then there exists 

an Aε용 with xe'=A. Suppose A is a closed decreasing set. Then there is an 
increasing set B in So sllch that AnB=ø and xεB. 

Since çoCx)C~ and BεφCx)， BE용. Hence AnB~ø which is a contradiction. 
'Similarly, if A is a closed increasing set, then we have a contradiction which 

;assllres the maximality of φCx). 

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let CX,.:r, 든) be a topological ordered space zvitll an 

.ordered regular subbase So and let 용 be a maximal So-centered systenz 0 7Z X. If 

A， BεSo and AUB=X, tllen AEg- or Bε용. 

PROOF. Sllppose that A졸~ and B종용. Then there are Tjε응， j= 1, 2, …, nz, 
‘sllch that Ancn {Tj : j=l , …, nz})=ø and Skε용， k=t, …, η， sllch that Encn {Sk 

: k=l , …, n} )=ø. Since 용 is an So-centered system, cn {Tj : j=l , …, ηz})n 

cn {Sk: k= l, …, n} )~ø. We can take x from this set; therefore xεA or xεB. 

ThllS Ancn {Tj : j=l, …, m} )~Ø or Bncn {Sk: k=l, .•• , n} )~rþ. This completes 
the proof. 

LEMMA 3.5. Let 용 be a maximal So-centered systenz and let A , BESo with 
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AnBεSo' Then A , Bε용 zf and only zf AnBε용. 

PROOF. (•) : obvious. 
‘(•): Suppose A , Bε~. Then 용 U {AUB} is an So-centered system and 용CsU 

{An B}. It follows that AnBε~. 

Let (X ,..r, 든) be a topological ordered space. We denote by W(So) the set 

‘of all maximal So-centered system in So' For each AεSo' we define the set 

A*={용εW(So): AεS}. 

W(So) will be endowed with a topologγ 3갱 for which the family {A*: Aε 

‘ SO} serves as a subbase for the closed sets. An order relation 든 on W(So) is 

defined as follows: 용든91 in W(So) if and only if 91nr’uXζ흥 and ~nr LXC9i. 

lhe subbasic open sets of W(So) can be identified taking complements of the 

:subbasic closed sets: 

W(So) 一A*= {~EWCSO) : AEE용} 

= {~εW(So): there exist Bjε웅 (j=1, …, n) with 

Ancn {Bj : j=l , …, n})=Ø}. 

= {~εW(So) : there exist Bjε~ (j=l, …, ψ with 

n{북 : j=1---, η}CX -A). 

For U = X - A , denote the subbasic open set obtained from U by *U = {sε 

W(So): there exist finite members Bj of ~ such that nBjcuL i. e. *U = W 

(So)-(X -U)육. 

LEMMA 3.6. 11 A is a decreasing (resp. ùzcreasiπg) set in ordeγed γegutar 

subbase So , then A* is a closed decreasing (resp. ùzcreasz"1zg) set ùz W(5o)' 

PROOF. Suppose 용εA츄 anù ~i든흥. Then if AEr uX and Aε용， then AEDè by 

.the definition of 든 in W(So)' Hence 없εA*. SimilarIy, let AεI’LX， Suppose 
ξεA츄 and 용든 91. Then Aεs and AE91. Thus 91εA츄. 

Let us define a map ψ :X-• W(So) by φ(x)= {A든50: xεA} for each xε.X， 

where SO is an ordered reg띠ar sllbbas3 for a topological ordered space LY. 

THEOREM 3.7. 11 50 is an ordered regular sμbbase 101' a topological o 1'dcγed 

.space (X ,..r, 든)， then tlte lollowing proþerties hold. 

(1) φ(A)=A육 nφ(X) 101' each A in SO' 

(2) clW(So)ψ(A)=A츄 101' eaalt A iη SO' 

(3) 11 ACB, then A츄CB육 lor A , B in SO' 

PROOF. (1) If A is a member of So' then A육 nφ(X)= {φ(x) : Aεψ(x)} = {ψ(x) 
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: xεA}=φ(A). 

(2) From (1), it folIows that cIWCSo)ψ(A) is contained in A*. Let 용르A* and" 
2f be basic open set containing 용. Then Aε용 and 2f is the finite intersection 

of subbasic open sets *Vj. For each j , there exist finite members Bjk of f witn 
nBjkCVj" Thus An(n {Bjk} )-:;i;rþ. Pick x from this set, then ψ(x)εψ(A)n 2f. 

This proves (2). 

(3) By maximality of 용， if AE용 and ACB, then Bεf. 

By proposition 3.4, we have the following lemma. 

LE I\1MA 3.8. Lel Ai εSo 0= 1, …, n) and U {Ai : z'= 1, .•.• n} = X. Tkeκ U{Ai% 
: z' = 1, …, n} =W(So)' 

The following is aIso immediate. 

LEMMA 3.9. Let AiεSo' z'= 1, "', 1Z. Tken n {Ai : z'= 1, "', n} =rþ zf and only rf 

n{A션 : z. = 1, …, n.} =rþ. 

LEMMA 3.10. Let (X , ‘3'"', 르) be a topologz'cal ordered space wz'tk aη ordered 

γegular subbase So' Tken the map q; is a dense embedding into W(SO)' 

PROOF. Let x -:;i; y in X. Then x초y or y초x. If x초y， then x$.d(y) and yε 

d(y). Since x$.d(y) , there exist a cIosed increasing set B in SO such that Bn 

d(y)=이 and xεB. This implies y$.B and xεB. It fo lIows that B$.φ(y) and 

Bεφ(x)， i. e. , ψ(x) 츠 φ(y). Hence φ(x)￥φ(y). Similarly, if y초x， then ψ(x) 
#φ(y). This proves that φ is one-to-one. To show that φ is an increasing 

map, Iet x든y in X. If A is a cIosed decreasing set in φ(y) ， then yεA and x 

εA since x든y. Therefore A드ψ(x). Suppose B is a cIosed increasing set in 
φ(x). Then Bεφ(y) by a simila1' argument as the above. This proves that 
ψ(x)든ψ(y). By the fact that if x숲y， then φ(x)숲φ(y) ， if φ(x)르φ(y) ， then x 

르y. Hence ψ is an isomorphism from (X, 르) into (W(So ), 트). Since A* nφ(X} 

= φ(A) for AεSO by theo1'em 3.7, ψ is a homeomorphism f1'om (X, ‘3'"') onto 

φ(X). Let W(So)-(AtU"'UA강) be a nonempty basic open set in W(So)' Then 
by lemma 3.8, A 1U"'UAn-:;i; X. This implies that (X-A1)U…U(X -An) -:;i;rþ. 

We can take x in this set. Since x졸Aj fo1' all j=i, "', n , φ(x)종AtU… UA감· 

Thus φ(x)ε(W(So)-(AtU ... UA감)jnφ(X). This proves that φ(X) is dense iu' 

W(So)' 

THEOREM 3. 11. Let (X, ‘3'"', 트) be a topologz'cal ordered space αIz'tk seημ·c0%

tinuous order and an ordered regular subbase So. Tkeη (W(So)' ‘7융， 든) z's 0' 
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com양act pseχdo topologz"cal ordered space and φ : (X, ‘:7', 르)-→(W(So)' ‘7융， 든〉 

z"s a dense embeddz"ng. 
>

PROOF. SllppOSe 용호η. Then either there exists a cIosed decreasing set Aεη 

and AEi혈 or a closed increasing set Bε용 and B졸η" If there is a cIosed decrea

sing set Aεη and A풍~， then ~εW(So) - A* and W(So) - A*똘η" Similarly, 

suppose there exists a cIosed increasing set Bε흥 andB종η. Then ηεW(So)- B* 

and ~츠W(So)-B*. Therefore W(So) is a pseudo topological ordered space. In 

order to prove that the compactness of W(So)' it sllffices to show that eacn 

family of subbasic cIosed sets having a finite intersection property has noneÍf.끼tγ 

intersection. Let !Ø*= {At : J와εSJ be a family of subbasic cIosed sets haviThg 

a finite intersection property on W(S~. Then !Ø = {A i : A칸ε!Ø*} has the finite 

intersection pr.::perty by lemma 3.9 and is contained in a maximal So-centered 

system ~. But since Aiε~ for all Aiε!Ø， ~εn{A션 : A*ε!Ø*}. 

Now we introduce the concept of an ordered normal subbase in order to 
obtain an ordered compactifications with continuous order. 

DEFINITION 3.12. Let (X’ ‘57', 든) be a topological ordered space with semi

continuous order and let So be a subfamily of r uxur LX. The family So is 

called an ordeγed normal sχbbase for X if So satisfies the foIlowing conditions: 

(1) So is an ordered regular subbase for X. 

” (2) If An띤륜)=cþ， where A is a decreasing (resp. increasing) set in So and 

B/j = 1, ... , n) in So' then there exist decreasing (resp. increasing)_ set C 
r 

and increasing (resp. decreasing) set D in So such that AIX--D, j|1Pjfix-
-c and (X-C)n(X-D)=cþ. 

The family r uRur LR is also an ordered normal subbasc for the real line R 
with the usual topology and usual order. 

Since an ordered normal subbase So on a topological ordered space (X, Y , 
르) with semicontinuo l1s order is, by definition, a regular ordered subbase on 

(X, ‘57', 르)， by theorem 3. 11 one can construct a compact pseudo topological 

ordered space (W(So)' Y용， 츠) and a dense embedding φ : (X, ‘:7', 든)-→ 

(W(So) ’ ‘ :T'*, 든). Moreover. for any decreasing set C and increasing set D in So' 

*(X -C)=W(So)-C융 is an increasing open set and *(X一D)=W(S~-D용 is a 

decreasing open set. 
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LEMMA 3.14. Let (X , ‘r , 트) be a topological ordered space wzïh an ordered 

때rnzal subbase SO. Then (W(S~ ， .!T*, 든) is a compact topological ordered space 

wzÏ h continuous order. 

PROOF. It suffices to show that the order 든 is continuous. Suppose f츠η 

în W(SO). Then there exists a decreasing set Aεη such that AU(UBj)=Ø for 

some B/j=l , ... , n) in 용 or there exists an increasing set B드~ St때 that Bn 

(nAj)=ø for some A/j= l, …, n) in η. Suppose there is a decreasing set Aεη 

such that A n(nB)=ø for some B/j=l , ... , n) in 용. Then we ha ve a decrea 

sing set C and increasing set D in So such that ACX -D, nBjCX -C and (X 

-C)n(X-D)=Ø. Let X-D=U and X-C=V. Then ηε*U， 용ε용V， and since 

,unV=ø, *un*v=ø. *U is a decreasing open neighborhood of η and *V is an 

increasing open neighborhood of 용. SimiIarly, one can show the similar fact 

for the case of Bε용 and (n~)nB=ø. This proves that the order 르 lS con
,tínuous. 

By the lemma 3. 10, 3. 11 and 3. 14, we ha ve the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3.15. Let (X，.3끼 르) be a topologz"cal ordered space zvzïh seηzz.C0%

tt"nuous order havz"ng an ordered normal subbase SO. Theχ (W(So) , .!T'I,", 든) is a 

coηlPact topological ordered space wzïh contùzμoμs order 쩌 μ새강ch X is densely 

,cmbed d ed. 

The following is immediate from the above theorem. 

COROLLARY 3.16. If (X,.!T, 든) is a topological ordered space wzïh semzco1l-

,ünuous order and zï has an 01’dered n01’mal subbase, then zï is a topological 

ι ordel’'ed space wzïh c01dinuous order. 

Since every compact topological ordered space with continuous order is 

normally ordered, we ha ve 

THEOREM 3.17. Let (X,.!T, 르) be a topological ordered space with semicon

경~"nuozts order having an ordered ηorηzal subbase. T heη (W(So)' ‘r*, 트) z-s a 

normally 0γdered space. 

We note that if the given order on topological ordered space (X, ‘r , 트) is 

, discrete, then the theorem reduces to the Wallman-type compactification of 
,topological space. 
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